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Insight: E-mail, text and telephone are once again the preferred communication channels. About 
every second user would use chat bots in interaction (current & potential users). 
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Insight: Interest in using robo-advisors (among experts) has risen slightly to around one-third. 
Compared to Chat-Bot (13%), usage is significantly lower.
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Insight: The use of the smartphone (incl. app solution) for digital financial transactions - in 
addition to desktop - is becoming increasingly important.
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Finance: Chat bots are often used when no one can be reached by other means. This alternative 
interaction is convincing if the feedback is specific, helpful and purposeful.

"...that time period could be freely 
determined by me (I like to do this 
kind of thing in the evening when 

consultants would not have time)."

"General questions, 
immediate answer."

"The simple, yet also 
prompt response from 

the chat bot, which 
was well explained."

Chat-Bots

Customer service

Account advice

ING

SparkassePostbank

Provider

Referral

"You get an answer to your 
question faster than you 

would get on the hotline."

Help

Paypal

Selected statements

What did you like about it?



Finance: Current digital payment methods are convincing - they are practical, can be used 
everywhere and are secure. 

„Quick and 
easy."

"Secure payment for 
online purchases."

Payment method / 

Payment

Paypal

Google Pay

What did you like about it?

Selected statements

Klarna

„International“

Kwitt

"Simple transactions of 
money / funds 

between 2 people."

"No fumbling for 
change."



Finance: Online banking functions facilitate financial transactions if they are user-friendly and 
enable quick transactions at any time.

"Ease of use."

"Fast, transferred the 
same day."

Provider

Online Banking Bank transfers

ING App

Sparkasse Deutsche Bank

Trade Republic

"The low-cost alternative to 
buying stocks."

"Uncomplicated, 
inexpensive."

"You're not bound by 
opening hours."

"All accounts at a 
glance."

Service

Scalable

Portfolio-Performance Buy Gold & Shares

What did you like about it?

Selected statements



Summary: Psyma Trend Barometer FinTech 2022

 Online banking:
The viewing of the account balance and transfers remain regular transactions - even after Covid. 
Shares and ETF are currently the most popular securities or investments. 

 Independent test reports: 
Independent sources of information are primarily used for financial decisions. 

 Chat bots: 
Chat bots are used when no one can be reached via classic communication channels. 
If the feedback is specific, helpful and purposeful, it can convince users.

 Smartphone & Finance: 
Digital financial transactions via smartphone (incl. apps) clearly win over desktop.

Base: N = 500 interviews (Germany), Source: Online-Access Panel, Period: 03rd - 18th March 2022 
Target group description: (Regular) online banking users, 20-60 years.                                   
Internet-representative by age, gender, federal state (1st wave: 2019 / 2nd wave 2021)



Psyma solution: Flexible approaches for your individual research needs!

Analysis of needs

Identify target groups & ex-
plore market opportunities

 Survey for marketing-
relevant target groups

 Via user addresses or 
access panels for defined 
interested parties, custo-
mers, stakeholders, etc.

 Quantitative findings for 
basic needs

→ Know what makes my 
target group tick (motives, 
expectations, needs)

Online-Community

Co-creation with current / 
potential users

 Diary

 Chat / Forum

 Group work

UX Research

Qualitative: Use case-based 
review by users 

 UX / Usability Test – also 
with (mobile) eye tracking

 Remote interviews via 
web conference

 Screenshot commentator: 
Qualitative feedback 
via online surveys 
on new designs

PsySprint

Identify relevant / profitable 
new products & services

 Prioritise features

 Evaluate and comment 
concepts

 Test price points

1. Identify 
requirements

2. User feedback for 
development of ideas

3. Testing prototypes & 
final developments
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